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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: SANGHA, KIRAN

Age if under 18: Over 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: POLICE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 5 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: KIRAN SANGHA Date: 27/09/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement refers to a major incident which took place in the early hours on Wednesday 14th June

2017 at around 01:17 hours at Grenfell Tower, Notting Hill London W10. A period of three days had

elapsed between the date of the incident and the commencement of these notes in relation to it. I have

recommenced my notes on the 19th September 2017 after an extended period of leave. I have downloaded

my body worn video of the event and viewed it in some detail. I am PC 119BS Kiran SANGHA, a

serving police officer with over 13 years' service and was the driver of a marked response vehicle call

sign BS21N. I was on duty in full uniform on UPPER ADDISON GARDENS W14 in company with PC

621BS REES when we responded to reports of a 6 pump fire at Grenfell Tower W10 (CAD 482/14JUNE

refers) My initial thoughts were that we would be attending a routine fire and assist with crowd control.

We arrived as the first police unit on scene on Bomore Road junction with Treadgold Street W10 at

around 01:22 hours and made our way on foot a short distance away towards the tower. There were

approximately 3 fire engines on Grenfell Road and my intention was to make contact with the LFB

incident commander and make an assessment of the scene in order to prioritise our role to save life and

limb and assist the LFB with cordon and control of the scene. I asked PC REES to make his way to the

LFB command unit whilst I made my way to a grassed area to the East of Grenfell Tower known as

Lancaster Green to assess the extent of the fire. As I approached Lancaster green from the south I could

see the grassed area was illuminated from the flames of a flat fire. There was small number of residents

stood on the green looking back towards Grenfell tower. I could see a fire had completely engulfed a

premises on the North East corner, just above the tree line which is at or about the 4th floor. The flames
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had begun to take hold on the exterior of the building in the immediate vicinity of the flat. I feared for any

persons that may have been trapped inside. I turned to my right and could see approximately 20 residents

of the tower consisting of men, women and children that had evacuated, many in their night dress, that

were stood on Lancaster Green looking up in shock and disbelief. At this point I believed that the fire

would be contained to the one premises. I looked back at Grenfell Tower and observed a number flats in

which residents were now stood at their windows on the Eastern aspect looking back at outside.

I noted a large number of flats had their windows open on what was a humid June night. I instructed

residents that had gathered to move back towards the Kensington Leisure Centre for their own safety and

my control. The crowd was starting to grow larger as more residents started to emerge from the tower in

increasing numbers. I shouted instructions towards those that had made their escape towards my location

with a view to keeping them at a safe distance until further police assistance arrived. I was aware that this

was all I could do at this stage in addition to keeping to my control room updated with information from

the scene. I requested for more police units on my personal radio to the RVP which I nominated as

Bomore Road W10 together with a safe route for other rescue services such as LAS and Fire Brigade to

approach via Ladbroke Grove and Clarendon Road, as I was aware there were on going road works on St

Ann's Road to the west restricting access for large emergency vehicles. I declared a critical incident and

informed my control room. As I turned around to further assess the scene in what was a few minutes of

arriving at the incident the fire had suddenly spread at great speed to surrounding floors particularly on

the northern aspect of the building with debris falling off ablaze. I was shocked at the ferocity and the

speed of the fire and for some unknown reason it had spread to neighbouring flats. I could not

comprehend how this was happening. Debris, which was alight started to rain down in my near vicinity

onto Lancaster Green. I was in fear for my life and that of the occupants and survivors and felt a mass

evacuation would now be imminent. As the fire took hold a female from the crowd who's attention was

transfixed towards the spread of the fire on the northern aspect attempted to run towards the tower and I

had to physically stop her by placing my hands on her shoulders and instructing her to move back towards

the crowd whilst continuing to shout to the ever larger crowd of residents to stay back for their own

safety. I could hear screams from the crowd and also the tower as I was now joined by fellow police

responders PC 314BS BUCK PC 412B5 COLLINS closely followed by PC RIGG 192BS and PC HART

4408S I instructed the officers to maintain the cordon at my position adjacent to Kensington Leisure

Centre. Upon a further assessment of the scene I identified the first point of danger towards escaping

residents from the building was the escape route onto Lancaster green.
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I decided to reposition myself under Grenfell Walk and usher residents making their escape South onto

Grenfell Road away from the flaming debris which was falling onto Lancaster green. As I approached

Grenfell Road I ushered a Middle Eastern family consisting of three adult females and one male south

towards Grenfell Road. The male, who was on his mobile phone tried to pass me the phone asking me to

speak to someone trapped inside. Then a female in the group suddenly made a dash towards the tower

stating that a family member was trapped inside a lift. I was extremely concerned that this female was

putting her life in immediate danger by going back into the tower block. I instructed her to stop and get

back at a safe distance and re assured the group that fire rescue services were inside in numbers, but

despite being given repeated firm instructions to move back she attempted to run past me stating her

grandfather was trapped in the lift and needed help.

At this point I had to physically restrain her by placing my arms around her waist and almost picking her

up from her feet. I asked an older female in the group whom I believed was her mother for help and

gestured to her to lead the younger female she was away from Grenfell Road towards Bomore Road and

to safety.

I was aware that time was a critical factor in life saving efforts and I had to maximise my efforts to aid

evacuees escape and to prevent any persons re-entering the tower. I reiterated to the family group that

help was on the way and that the fire brigade were inside in large numbers conducting search and rescue

efforts. Once the group had moved away to safety I informed a fireman close by on Bomore Road that

people were stuck in the lift. I know from personal knowledge that the tower had two lifts in addition to a

staircase. I asked the fireman if he could circulate this information to his colleagues as soon as possible.

He informed me that the fire service had taken control of the lifts within the tower block. Whilst on

Grenfell Road aiding the evacuation efforts I was joined by the duty officer A/TNIS THATCHER who

asked me to continue to direct evacuees away from the vicinity and clear the RVP for emergency services

access on Bomore Road. I made my way back to Lancaster Green whereby a much larger crowd had

assembled at the police cordon adjacent to Kensington Leisure Centre and were stood looking back

towards the tower. I shouted repeated instructions to the crowd to move back towards Clarendon Road

clear of the RVP with assistance from a larger group of police officers arriving on scene. I could see the

anxiety and fear etched on the faces of those I was engaging, many of whom, I believe were waiting for

loved ones inside the tower. There was a great deal of apprehension from the crowd to move such was the

magnitude of the fire.
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A/INS THATCHER made repeated commands at the top of his voice, words to the effect that the crowd

were impeding rescue efforts of the fire brigade by remaining in this position and that they have to move

in order for lives to be saved. The crowd immediately responded to this and began to move back and clear

the area. Once this task was achieved my next objective was to move police vehicles on Bomore Road to

enable access for LFB vehicles onto the site. I approached LAS paramedics as they started to arrive on

Walmer Road and they began to set up a triage and treatment point at my location which was the pathway

between Kensington Leisure Centre and Tredgold House. With a very short space of time I saw casualties

begin to make way to the triage point. I witnessed paramedics begin to commence CPR on a tall male,

Somalian in appearance. I noticed he did not appear to have bums injuries and I believe that he was

suffering the effects of smoke inhalation and that this would be a huge factor in the injury and death toll.

After a period of time they stopped working on the male and covered his body. I feared that the casualty

and death toll would rise drastically and wanted to secure this position somewhat with a screen to protect

them from public view. I was aware that there was a small gathering of public on Avondale Park Road

looking on towards this position. I used police vehicles to screen the triage area and I asked for screen to

be deployed to the scene. I requested water and refreshments also considering the safety and welfare of

those in attendance and in particular LFB inside Grenfell tower. I was growing increasingly concerned as

I could see the fire take hold of a larger part of the tower and I felt any one left inside would have no

chance of survival. I recall that this was starting to have a more profound effect on my state of mind and I

had to maintain my focus on relief efforts in order to keep my self-distracted from the fire itself.

I was expecting mass casualties, critically injured and deceased to fill the triage area located adjacent to

the emergency services command post. I spoke to a senior paramedic and discussed what we as police

could do to assist with the preservation of life efforts. I was asked if police could force entry into

Kensington leisure centre for triage and a morgue. I considered access to fresh water supplies for the

firefighters working in extreme heat and conditions inside the tower as there was no sign or indication

that water supplies would arrive on scene anytime soon. PC 412B5 COLLINS forced entry via an

emergency exit into the leisure centre using an enforcer. Once inside PC 192BS RIGG, PC COLLINS, PC

440BS HART and I together with a paramedic began a systematic search inside the leisure centre to open

a triage a make shift morgue and find water. A short while after we had gained access a fireman

approached me and asked if we could force entry to a vending machine he had located in the reception

area of the Leisure centre. I couldn't find running water suitable to distribute to emergency workers and

casualties, so I decided to break the glass panel of a drinks vending machine and set up a water station
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outside on the footpath where LFB had assembled and asked if they could distribute the supplies

prioritising fire crews that were returning from the tower. I looked up and saw the fire had appeared to

spread across all 4 sides of Grenfell tower as my fears grew further for those still inside the building. I

continued to perform tasks assisting at the command post when a group of young males had approached

the inner cordon demanding to be let into the tower in a bid to rescue residents. We held our cordon and

this group were refused entry and sent back out by officers. My recollection becomes vague at this point

but there was a period of activity at a lower intensity as numbers of emergency personnel were sufficient

to maintain tasks at hand. At around 3am there was a general broadcast message via police radio channels

which stated that for any requests of rescue from the residents of Grenfell tower, they should be advised

to self-evacuate by any means necessary as the situation had become too dangerous for the fire brigade. I

felt sick to my stomach at this point as it became apparent that despite all efforts the fire had completely

taken over the fabric of the building.

Next I recall PC 440BS HART calling for assistance removing a crowd that were becoming aggressive

and refusing to move in a grassed area within the grassed area of Lancaster West estate. I took 2 officers

to PC HARTs' location and started clearing members of public that had been evacuated from this

neighbouring estate and directing them to the Harrow club on Freston Road where reception centre had

been set up to deal with the displaced.

I recall the stunned look on the resident's faces when looking up at the burning tower as they exited their

flats onto street level. I remember a young female asking me if she could return to her flat to collect some

clothing as she had to sit her GCSE exam later that day. I declined her request as there were concerns that

Grenfell tower may collapse onto neighbouring buildings. I began to think to the extent in which this was

effecting the lives of those living around the scene. For the remainder of the incident I assisted with tasks

in and around the police command post. Daylight hours were well upon us as I looked back at Grenfell

tower with utter disbelief.

The situation escalated so fast that I was still trying to comprehend what had happened and how it had

come to this? Early shift police officers started to arrive to assist and I was relieved of my duties and

returned to Kensington Police Station to carry out some administrative duties pending on initial debrief of

the incident.
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